
Personal Development: Form Time 1 

Our World: people, politics and key news 



Our Role Model of the Week: Eliud Kipchoge  

From Kenya, aged 34. 

 

Won Olympic Gold in marathon 

event in 2016. 

 

Recently became the first man in 

the world ever to run a sub-2 hour 

marathon. 

 

Sadly, it won’t count as a new 

world record as he had the 

advantages of a rotating team of 

pace runners. 

 

However, an amazing achievement 

& a celebration of: 

 Determination & sheer guts 

 Self belief 

 Dedication to training 
Click on this video ‘watch history unfold’ to learn more 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/athletics/50025543


Emotional well-being: self-kindness 

Last week, the slide was about the role you play in managing yourself (all through life) 

 

People with good mental health throughout their lives have learnt: 

 That they are not perfect…….and never will be 

 That they will regularly make mistakes, and sometimes do things they feel bad about 

 

Because being human means being weak at times, they have learnt: 

 to be gentle with themselves 

 to show themselves kindness 

 to not allow that harsh critical voice (that everyone has at times) to dominate  their mind 

 

Kindness to others is a beautiful quality.  

But so is kindness to yourself. 

 

 



Let’s hear it said again. 

 

 

Positive mental health is about being 

kind and compassionate to yourself. 



Update on Brexit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What has just happened? 

 

Boris Johnson has agreed a new Brexit deal for the UK with 

EU leaders. 

 

MPs met in Parliament this Saturday to consider the new 

deal. 

 

However, there was no actual vote on the new deal itself 

because MPs voted to pass what was called the Letwin 

Amendment – which allows MPs to withhold their approval 

for Boris Johnson’s deal unless and until he has passed the 

necessary legislation to implement it. 

 

The problem for the Prime Minister is getting the necessary 

legislation in place by his own deadline to leave of 31 

October (only 9 working days left). If he can, there might just 

be enough MPs willing to pass his UK’s Brexit deal. 



Update on Brexit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In a linked, but separate row, previous legislation required the Prime Minister to write to EU leaders and request an 

extension to January 2020 because the UK has not officially voted for a deal by this point. 

 

Boris has always refused to do this - remember he said he would rather be ‘dead in a ditch’ than do this! The law though 

required him to do so, so he sent 3 letters this weekend instead: 1 letter requesting an extension (but unsigned by him); 1 

letter which makes it clear the request was from Parliament not the government; and 1 letter from him asking EU leaders 

not to give the extension! 

 

Opponents have said he was behaving ‘like a 5 year old’.   

 

Also thrown into the mix is the fact that there are significant numbers of people in the country who either do not want 

Brexit to happen at all, or who at least want to have a 2nd Referendum held on the new deal and for the people to decide 

once and for all.  

 

While Parliament was meeting on Saturday there was a huge demonstration in central London, with estimates of around a 

million people attending to demand a People’s Vote. 

 

 

Click on this video for see the scale of the protest 

 

What will happen? It is still unclear – keep watching the news! 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-50108531


Our Environment and Planet 

 

 More good news on the planet: 

 

 The world’s largest offshore wind farm, powered by the 

world’s largest wind turbine, will be built off the UK’s 

Yorkshire coast next year –providing power to over 16,000 

homes. 

 

 A stunning 91% of consumers now expect businesses to 

turn more than just a profit – they expect them to also be 

socially and environmentally responsible. 

 

 Cuadrilla, the fracking company most active in England, has 

closed its drilling rig this week in Lancashire, after the work 

was blamed for minor earthquakes. 

 

Fracking: a procedure which blasts a mixture of water and 

chemicals into underground shale rock to release gas. 

 



 Key news story: President Trump & Harry Dunn 
 

 

 

Harry Dunn, aged 19, was tragically killed in a motorbike accident in August this year. 

 

His bike was hit by a car driven by Anne Sacoolas, an American married to a US diplomat stationed in London. 

 

It was later reported that Anne was driving on the wrong side of the road when she crashed head on, into Harry, 
near the RAF Croughton base. 

 

Northamptonshire police have confirmed that Anne Sacoolas fled from the UK after the accident, catching a 
flight back to America and claiming diplomatic immunity (because her husband is a diplomat, she is theoretically 
protected from being prosecuted). 

The family have been trying to get justice for their son. 

 

Click on this video to learn more 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=un4foy8uGVw


Key news story: President Trump & Harry Dunn 

Harry’s parents travelled out last week to the USA, to try and find out more information about 
what has happened. 

 

They were invited to the White House by President Trump who attempted, without their 
knowledge, to try and arrange a meeting between them and the driver of the car, Anne. This 
was considered to be a highly insensitive mistake, putting the family in such an unexpected 
position when they were still grieving. 

 

What is causing deep conflict and anger is that President Trump appears to be refusing the 
family’s and the UK authorities’ request that the driver Anne returns to Britain to face justice. 

 

Discussion 

One of our British Values is: the rule of law 

What do you think about this decision by President Trump? 

 



Key news story: protests in Barcelona 

The Spanish Civil Guard has been drafted in to deal with huge protests in 

Barcelona, one of Spain’s major cities. 

The protests are lined to the sensitive topic of Catalonia. 

Catalonia is a region of Spain which has a long history of conflict & 

violence – many Catalonians want to break away from Spain and have 

their own independent state. 

The Spanish Government has ruthlessly opposed this and recently jailed 

9 of the key Catalonian political leaders. 

 

 



Key news story: protests in Barcelona 

 

 

Over half a million people have protested against the Spanish government’s actions, bringing the city 

of Barcelona to a standstill. 

 

Remember our British Values include: 

 The rule of law 

 Democracy 

 Individual liberty 

 

 

 

 

Sometimes these values can collide and the right path has to be worked out. 

 

Task 

Click on the video ‘a week of unrest’ to learn more 

 

Spend a few minutes this week, in your own time, researching the Catalonia issue  

https://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2019/oct/19/catalonia-protests-key-moments-from-a-week-of-unrest-video


Personal Development: Form Time 2 
Our World: Art and Culture 



Our Sculpture of the Week 

Another different sort of sculpture this week. 

 

Remember - sculptures can often just be designed to make us smile. 

 

The one overleaf is of a famous wild west character called Desperate Dan. 

 

You probably haven’t heard of Desperate Dan: 

■ Desperate Dan first appeared as a character in a 1937 comic strip. He was the world’s 
strongest man and could ‘lift a cow up with one hand’! He was also an outlaw or 
‘desperado’ (hence his name). 

 

Think about how older people would react to seeing this sculpture, which is in Dundee, 
Scotland.  

What sort of characters from your childhood would you like to see as a street sculpture? 





Our Photograph (s) of the Week 

 

Photography is one of the most beautiful forms of art, and gives us a chance to be creative & 
expressive– something that is a crucial to feel fully human. 

 

Photography can also tell us about the world and capture & present information in a way that 
words often can’t. 

 

The following photographs were all published in national magazines and newspapers this 
week. 

 

As you look at each slide: 

■ Think about the photograph itself – the news editor chose it over many others. What 
makes it good? 

■ Think also about what it can tell us about what it happening in our world 

 

 

 

. 

 

 



Hong Kong: police arrest a couple wearing face masks the day after the city’s leader Carrie Lam outlawed 

face coverings at protests under colonial-era emergency powers 



Syria: a woman with a baby flees her town Ras al Ain after Turkey launched its assault on Kurdish-

controlled areas in north eastern Syria. 



Ireland: Extinction Rebellion protestors demonstrate outside government buildings in Dublin. 



Thailand: a child plays in the capital Bangkok’s ‘airplane graveyard’, an area of the city that has become 

a tourist attraction in the Thai capital. 



Greece: life jackets and rubber boats abandoned by migrants from Turkey on the Greek island of Lesbos. 

Authorities have begun to relocate refugees to the mainland to ease pressure on the island. 



Our Artist of the Week 




